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A T T I T U D E  

3 summative assessments during the academic year  - assessing four skills: Listening, Reading, Speaking 
and Writing.  
Daily formative low stakes in-class assessment through use of mini-whiteboards, improving metacogni-
tion through self and peer quizzing from sentence builders at KS3 and knowledge organisers at KS4.  
Weekly self-marking Language Nut homework practising all skills.  

Year 10 
Me, my family and friends—tener/ser, agreement, 
position of adjectives, reflexive verbs, ser/estar, que 
to extend, immediate future, possessive adjectives, 
direct/indirect object pronouns, irregular adjectives/
nationality  
Technology in everyday life—más/menos que, 
perfect tense, prepositions, por/para, estar present 
continuous, cuyo 
Free-time activities—gustar/encantar, present 
tense, two verbs together, radical changing verbs, 
regular adverbs, immediate future, hacer/jugar, 
simple future, irregular future  
Customs and festivals - regular preterite, preterite 
or ir, ser, tener, hacer, regular imperfect, irregular 
imperfect, using preterite and imperfect together 
Home, town, neighbourhood and region—hay, ser, 
estar, prepositions, complex questions, puedo/se 
puede, demonstrative adjectives and pronouns, 
possessive pronouns 
Social issues—verbs followed by infinitive, me 
gustaría/quisiera, conditional, expressions with 
tener, negative words, present subjunctive 

Year 11 
Home, town, neighbourhood and region—hay, ser, 
estar, prepositions, complex questions, puedo/se 
puede, demonstrative adjectives and pronouns, 
possessive pronouns 
 
Social issues—verbs followed by infinitive, me 
gustaría/quisiera, conditional, expressions with 
tener, negative words, present subjunctive 

 
My studies; Life at school and college—
comparatives and superlatives, imperative, personal 
a, mucho poco bastante demasiado, se debe hay que 
tener que, debería ser debería haber  
 
Education post-16; Jobs, career choices and ambi-
tions - si clauses, lo que + adjective, present sub-
junctive after time expressions, quisiera, using a 
variety of tenses, using the present subjunctive in 
hypothetical situations  
 
 Past paper questions, revision, retrieval  

Saying anglicisms in Spanish, translating into Spanish and English, 
inferring meaning, making regular cultural references, reacting to 
the unpredictable, understanding different registers, speaking 
more authentically, using idioms and different structures. 

Year 8 
Explicit phonics instruction throughout all topics 
Mi casa -  area where you live, es/está, compass 
points, types of houses, vivir present tense, rooms in 
house, definite article, bedroom description, prepo-
sitions of place with estar, describing dream home, 
basic conditional expressions, household tasks, how 
many times you do things una vez, dos veces, tres 
veces, poetry 
En mi ciudad—places in town, hay, singular and 
plural nouns, indefinite articles, agreement, where 
you go in town, ir present tense, infinitives, giving 
and understanding directions, imperative, weekend 
plans, near future, comparing rural and urban 
environments with tan/tan...como, changing areas, 
key imperfect expressions 
Mi insti—school subjects, estudiar, exclamations 
with qué..!, slang, timetable, telling the time, school 
facilities, se puede/se debe, photo description, 
extracurriculars, antes de/después de, cultural 
differences in school systems, future plans, literature 

Year 9 
Explicit phonics instruction throughout all topics  
Por fin de vacaciones  -  transport, holiday travel, ir 
with prepositions, holiday activities, soler, common 
expressions and slang , regular and irregular preterite 
tense, future holiday plans with immediate future  

Aquí mando yo— discussing internet and social 
media, negative expressions nadie, ya no, tampoco, 
discussing TV programmes, acabar de, films and 
cinema, mejor, peor, musical tastes, comparisons 
with preferir a , ser, estar, jobs and careers, regular 
simple future, short prose 
 
Yo y mi mundo - morning, afternoon and evening 
routines—reflexive verbs, relationships with family 
and friends, direct object pronouns, translation 
techniques, comparing routines, prepositions with 
verbs, poetry, global issues, irregular simple future, 
conditional verbs, discussing solutions to global 
issues,  impersonal constructions, se debe, se debería, 
se podría 

Year 7 
Explicit phonics instruction throughout all topics, 
Spanish geography 
Me presento (booklet)—Spanish geography and 
cultural knowledge, cognates, greetings, asking for 
name and how you are, me llamo estoy, phonics, 
alphabet, spelling Spanish words, tengo, tiene, 
numbers, giving age and birthday, describing pets, 
tenemos, masc, fem, sg, pl nouns (animals), adjec-
tival agreement with colours, giving opinions, 
building fluency 
 
Mi burbuja- counting to 100, saying if we have 
brothers/sisters, possessive adjectives mi tu su, 
describing hair and eyes tengo tiene tenemos, 
physical descriptions soy es somos, personality, 
adverbs of frequency, adjectival agreement,  
 
Mis pasatiempos—hobbies/sports with opinions and 
infinitives, regular present tense, hacer/jugar, 
cognates, using gustar and porque, adjectival agree-
ment, weather, si/cuando,  
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Finding ways to remember new vocabulary, developing independence as a learner of Spanish, working 
out unfamiliar language, using a bilingual dictionary, recycling language, trying repair strategies when 
speaking, finding and using synonyms, understanding cultural differences, including cultural knowledge 
in your work, translation, listening for unfamiliar language, writing without support, building fluency. 
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Year 10—3 formal assessments during the academic year  - assessing four 
skills: Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing.   
Year 11—November, January prelims (Listening, Reading, Speaking and 
Writing).  
Daily formative low stakes in-class assessment through use of mini-
whiteboards, improving metacognition through self and peer quizzing 
knowledge organisers.  

Understanding  cultural differences, comparing  and con-
trasting cultures, making predictions, becoming more authen-
tic when writing and speaking, learning about history and 
geography of the Hispanic world. 

Ensuring that the work is always completed to the best of abilities, being 
proactive in seeking support, extending knowledge outside of school, 
volunteering to participate in language competitions/ clubs/ projects. 
Having the resilience to complete challenging work, knowing that mis-
takes are part of the process of language learning.  

Character, personal 
Development, wellbeing 

and CIAG 

Understanding others,  
behaviour and attitudes, 

SMSC, PHSE 
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Noun, adjective, verb, singular, plural, 
masculine, feminine, gender, number, 
agreement, adverb, subject, tense, 
present, infinitive, stem, ending, conju-
gate, accent, conjunction, pronoun, 
word order, reflexive (verbs), grammar, 
possessive, regular, irregular, definite 
(article), indefinite (article), cognate 

Prepositions, demonstrative pro-
nouns, gerund,  
reflexive expressions, modal 
verbs, specific, prefixes,  
exclamation, intonation,  
spontaneous, anglicised** 

Demonstrative (adjective),   
possessive adjective, possessive 
pronoun, definite/indefinite arti-
cle, perfect tense, pronoun,  
reflexive verb, subject, object, 
translate** 

Noun, adjective, singular/plural, agreement, 
conjugate,  tense, form,  infinitive, colloqui-
al language, conjunction, translate,  preposi-
tion, pronoun,  radical changing,  Hispanic, 
cognate, preterite, regular, irregular, se-
quencers, adverbs,  near future, simple 
future, negative expressions, anglicisms, 
accent, infer, comparison, permanent, 
temporary, reflexive, direct object, condi-
tional, impersonal 

Gender, number, agreement, adverb, 
subject, tense, present, infinitive, stem, 
ending, conjugate, accent, conjunction, 
pronoun, word order, reflexive (verbs), 
grammar, possessive, regular, irregu-
lar, definite (article), indefinite 
(article), cognate, preposition (of 
place), conditional, future, imperative, 
comparative, imperfect, exclamation 


